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Abstract
This paper proposes an effective segmentation-free approach using a hybrid neural network hiddenMarkovmodel (NN-HMM)
for offline handwritten Chinese text recognition (HCTR). In the general Bayesian framework, the handwritten Chinese text
line is sequentially modeled by HMMs with each representing one character class, while the NN-based classifier is adopted
to calculate the posterior probability of all HMM states. The key issues in feature extraction, character modeling, and
language modeling are comprehensively investigated to show the effectiveness of NN-HMM framework for offline HCTR.
First, a conventional deep neural network (DNN) architecture is studied with a well-designed feature extractor. As for the
training procedure, the label refinement using forced alignment and the sequence training can yield significant gains on top
of the frame-level cross-entropy criterion. Second, a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) with automatically learned
discriminative features demonstrates its superiority to DNN in the HMM framework. Moreover, to solve the challenging
problem of distinguishing quite confusing classes due to the large vocabulary of Chinese characters, NN-based classifier
should output 19900 HMM states as the classification units via a high-resolution modeling within each character. On the
ICDAR 2013 competition task of CASIA-HWDB database, DNN-HMM yields a promising character error rate (CER) of
5.24% by making a good trade-off between the computational complexity and recognition accuracy. To the best of our
knowledge, DCNN-HMM can achieve a best published CER of 3.53%.

Keywords Deep neural network · Deep convolutional neural network · Hidden Markov model · N-gram language model ·
Handwritten Chinese text recognition

1 Introduction

The robust recognition of handwritten text in an unconstraint
writing style, especially for the Chinese language with a
large vocabulary, is an important branch of artificial intel-
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ligence. Historically, many research efforts [1,2] were made
on this challenging problem. In the recent competition of
Chinese handwriting recognition [3,4], four tasks are explic-
itly defined, including online/offline handwritten Chinese
character recognition (HCCR), and online/offline handwrit-
ten Chinese text recognition (HCTR). Obviously, the online
recognition task is relatively easier than the offline recogni-
tion task as the ink trajectory information can be leveraged.
Meanwhile, HCTR is more challenging than HCCR due to
the free-style writing. In this study, we focus on the most
difficult task, namely the offline HCTR.

One key issue for offline HCTR is the modeling of the text
line, which seemsmore challenging than the classifier design
of isolated characters by the comparison of recognition per-
formance between offline HCCR and HCTR tasks in the
ICDAR competition. Accordingly, the existing techniques
can be divided into two categories: oversegmentation-based
and segmentation-free approaches. The former approaches
[5–8] typically performed an oversegmentation of the text
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line followed by the decoding with a character classifier
and the information of linguistic/geometric contexts. In [8],
multiple contexts were integrated to achieve the best perfor-
mance on the ICDAR 2013 competition task. More recently,
Wang et al. [9] used positive and negative samples to train
the so-called heterogeneous CNN as the character classi-
fier. Wu et al. [10] adopted three different CNN models
to replace conventional character classifier, oversegmenta-
tion, and geometric models, respectively. By contrast, not
many segmentation-free approaches were proposed. One
representative approach in [11] used the Gaussian mix-
ture model-based hidden Markov model (GMM-HMM) as
a recognizer. Recently, the artificial intelligence and image
analysis (Ai2A) laboratory has adopted the multidimen-
sional long short-term memory recurrent neural network
(MDLSTM-RNN) for offline HCTR [12]. The MDLSTM-
RNN is extended fromLSTM-RNN [13],whichwas success-
fully applied for the handwriting recognition tasks ofWestern
languages with a small set of character classes. This end-to-
end approach is quite flexible as the explicit segmentation is
avoided byusing connectionist temporal classification (CTC)
technique [14]. Another recent work [15] utilized a CNN
followedby anLSTMneural network under theHMMframe-
work to obtain a significant improvement when compared
with LSTM-HMM model. Generally speaking, the main
advantage of the segmentation-free method is the explicit
segmentation part that is not necessary, which can poten-
tially avoid both the propagation of the segmentation errors
to the subsequent character classifier and the rule settings
with a bunch of tuning parameters commonly used in the
segmentation part. And the segmentation rule setting in the
oversegmentation-based approach can vary for different lan-
guages according to the geometric structure of characters.

In this study, an effect segmentation-free framework via a
hybrid neural network hidden Markov model (NN-HMM)
is proposed for offline HCTR. In the general Bayesian
framework, the text line is sequentially modeled by HMMs
with each representing one character class. Meanwhile, the
NN-based classifier is adopted to calculate the posterior
probability of all HMM states. The key issues in feature
extraction, character modeling, and language modeling are
comprehensively investigated to show the effectiveness of
NN-HMM framework for offline HCTR. In comparison
with the GMM-HMM as a generative model in [11,16],
the proposed DNN-HMM and DCNN-HMM as discrimi-
native models can better handle the dimension correlation of
input feature vector and have a powerful modeling capability
with deeper structures. Furthermore, the main difference of
our approach from the MDLSTM-RNN [12] is that HMM
is used to model the text line rather than the CTC tech-
nique. Our experiments on the ICDAR 2013 competition
task demonstrate the superiority of the proposed approach
to both the best previously reported oversegmentation-based

and segmentation-free approaches [10,12]. In [15,17–19],
NN-HMMs are also adopted in different research areas. We
make a comparison of our approach with two representative
and related work in [15,17]. The main differences from our
work can be summarized as follows. First, [17] focuses on
a small vocabulary with only 11 digital classes. By contrast,
the problem in this study is much more challenging for dis-
tinguishing thousands of Chinese character classes, which is
obviously non-trivial. Second, for both NN-HMMs used in
[15,17], the CNN or CNN+LSTM is adopted to estimate the
label of the character classes rather than HMM states, which
are actually similar to CTC. However, the high-resolution
modeling using HMM states is one main contribution of this
study, e.g., reducing the CERs from 12.33 (1-state HMM) to
7.16% (5-state HMM) in the DNN-HMMapproach. Accord-
ingly, the CNN architectures and the training and decoding
procedures of NN-HMM are also quite different. Finally,
the experimental designs of our work, including examin-
ing the key issues of feature extraction, character modeling,
and language modeling, are much more compressive. All
these factors lead to the large performance gap (CER: 3.53
vs. 16.5%) between our best approach and the best CNN-
LSTM-HMM model in [15] on the same competition set
of CASIA-HWDB database. Even our well-designed DNN-
HMMwithout using N-gram (N = 0) language model (LM)
outperforms the best model in [15].

This work is an extension of the recently conference
papers [20,21] with the main contributions: (1) more tech-
nical details of feature extraction, character modeling, and
languagemodeling are elaborated, (2) the proposed sequence
training for DNN-HMM generates a remarkable gain over
the frame-level cross-entropy (CE) criterion, (3) the well-
designed DCNN-HMM is adopted to further improve the
recognition accuracy, and (4) more experiments are designed
with the analyses to emphasize the contributions of the impor-
tant components to the overall performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we first give an overview of the proposed framework.
In Sect. 3, the feature extraction is introduced. In Sects. 4
and 5, we describe the character and language modeling. In
Sect. 6, we report experimental results and analyses. Finally,
we make the conclusion in Sect. 7.

2 The overall framework

The main principle of the proposed new framework is based
on the Bayesian formula:

Ĉ = argmax
C

p(C | X)

= argmax
C

p(X | C)P(C) (1)
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where X = {x0, x1, x2, . . . , xT } is a (T + 1)-frame fea-
ture sequence of one handwritten text line and C =
{C1,C2, . . . ,Cn} is the underlying n-character sequence.
p(X | C), which can be named as the character model, is
the conditional probability of X given C corresponding to
a sequence of HMMs. Each HMM with a set of states rep-
resents one character class. Meanwhile, P(C), namely the
language model, is the probability of n-character sequence
C. The value of n varies dynamically in the decoding process
by combining the scores of the character model and language
model. And C is just one sequence from a hypotheses space
of all candidates.

Specifically, the implementation of the Bayesian frame-
work in this study could be illustrated in Fig. 1. In the
training stage, three HMM systems, including GMM-HMM,
DNN-HMM, and DCNN-HMM, are constructed. First, for
GMM-HMM and DNN-HMM, the gradient-based features
on a frame basis are extracted from the image samples,
which is followed by principal component analysis (PCA)
transformation to obtain a lower- dimensional feature vector.
Meanwhile, for DCNN-HMM, only framing with a sliding
window is performed on the raw images before training.
Then, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used for
the parameter learning of GMM-HMMs for all character
classes. With the well-trained GMM-HMMs, we obtain the
frame-level labels via the state-level forced alignment for the
subsequent DNN/DCNN training. As for the DNN-HMM
system, we train the DNNmodel using the CE criterion [22].

Training Stage 

Recognition Stage

Feature 
Extraction 

GMM-HMM 
ML-Training 

GMM-
HMM 

Forced 
Alignment 

DNN-HMM 
CE-Training 

Sequence 
Training 

Framing 

Re-Alignment DNN-
HMM 

DCNN-HMM 
CE-Training 

DCNN-
HMM 

N-gram  
LM 

LM 
Training 

Unknown 
Sample 

Feature 
Extraction 

WFST-based 
Recognizer 

Framing 

Results 

Re-Alignment 

Text  
Data 

Images 
Samples 

Fig. 1 Overall development flow and architecture

To refine the labels initialized by GMM-HMM system, the
realignment in amanner ofmulti-pass training canbe adopted
for the DNN-HMM system. To further improve the recogni-
tion accuracy, the sequence training [23] is conducted on top
the CE training. For the DCNN-HMM system, we first train
our DCNN model with the state-level labels obtained from
the well-trained GMM-HMM system and an enhanced lan-
guage model. And then, the batch normalization [24] and
realignment are used to help further improve the recognition
accuracy. The same CE criterion is used for training DCNN-
HMM. On the other hand, the widely used N-gram LM [25]
is built using the collected text data.

In the recognition stage, the final recognition results
can be generated via a weighted finite-state transducer
(WFST)-based [26,27] decoder by integrating both GMM-
HMM/DNN-HMM/DCNN-HMM and N-gram LM. In the
following sections, we elaborate the details of feature extrac-
tion, character modeling, and language modeling.

3 Feature extraction

The procedure of feature extraction for the GMM-HMM and
DNN-HMM systems consists of the following steps.

Step 1 Text line preprocessing
First, theOtsu’smethod is used for binarizationof the original
text line image. Then, the height of text linewill be estimated,
followed by the size normalization to 60 pixels while keeping
the aspect ratio. And the margin (40 pixels for left and right,
100 pixels for top and bottom) is extended to accommodate
the text area for all the sliding windows in the next step.
Accordingly, the centerline is calculated.

Step 2 Framing
Along the centerline, each frame, represented by a 80 × Fl
sliding window (normalized to 64 × 32 for the following
steps) from the left to right, with a frame length of Fl pixels
and frame shift of Fs pixels, is scanned across the text line.

Step 3 Calculating 8-directional gradient images
In each frame, a Hanning filter is first applied to convert the
binary image to the gray image, and then, the gradient fea-
tures via the Sobel operator are calculated and 8-directional
gradient images can be generated according to [28,29].

Step 4 Spatial sampling and blurring
Each gradient image is divided uniformly into 8 × 4 grids
with the corresponding centers treated as locations of 8 × 4
spatial sampling points. Then, the blurring via the Gaussian
filters is applied as in [30]. The spatial sampling operation
is to reduce the data dimension of each directional gradient
image from 64 × 32 to 8 × 4, while the Gaussian blurring
aims to generatemore effective and noise-insensitive features
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according to [30]. Based on all 8 gradient images, a 256-
dimensional feature vector is formed.

Step 5 PCA
In the last step, PCA transformation [31] is adopted to obtain
a lower D-dimensional feature vector fed to the character
modeling.

As for the DCNN-HMM system, only the first two steps
of the above procedure are applied for framing.

4 HMM-based character model

The offline handwritten Chinese text line is a sequence of
Chinese characters. In this study, we adopt a left-to-right
HMM to model one character class as a basic unit. Accord-
ingly, the text line is modeled by a sequence of HMMs. As
shown in Fig. 2, each character is represented by a left-to-
right HMM [32,33] with several hidden states; then, a text
line can be modeled by cascaded character HMMs. For the
feature sequence extracted from one handwritten character
sample, each frame is supposed to be assigned to one under-
lying state. For each state, an output distribution describes
the statistical property of the observed feature vector. With
HMMs, the p(X | C) in Eq. (1) can be decomposed as:

p(X | C) = �S [p(X | S,C)p(S | C)]

= �S

[
π(s0)

T∏
t=1

ast−1st

T∏
t=0

p(xt |st )
]

(2)

where π(s0) is the prior probability of the initial state s0
and ast−1st is the transition probability from state st−1 at the
(t−1)th frame to state st at the t th frame. S = {s0, s1, . . . , sT }
is one underlying state sequence of C to represent X. The
number of hidden states for each HMM is NS . The key item
in Eq. (2) is p(xt |st ) denoting the observation probability. If a
generative model is employed, e.g., GMM-HMM [11], then
p(xt |st ) can be directly calculated by a GMM. Otherwise, it
can be rewritten as:

p(xt |st ) = p(st |xt )p(xt )
p(st )

(3)

where p(st |xt ) is the state posterior probability, p(st ) is the
prior probability of each state estimated from the training set,
and p(xt ) is independent of the character sequence which

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

Fig. 2 Illustration of text line modeled by cascaded character HMMs

can be ignored in the optimization of Eq. (1). In this case,
a discriminant function, e.g., DNN or CNN, is adopted to
compute p(st |xt ), which can be used to estimate p(xt |st )
via Eq. (3). In the following subsections, three HMMs are
introduced.

4.1 GMM-HMM

For GMM-HMMsystem, p(xt |st ) is represented by a GMM:

p(xt |st ) =
Mst∑
m=1

⎧⎨
⎩ ωstm√

(2π)D |�stm |

× exp

[
−1

2
(xt − μstm)��−1

stm(xt − μstm)

]}
(4)

where ωstm , μstm , and �stm are the weight, mean vector,
and covariance matrix of m-th component for the output
distribution of st with Mst Gaussian mixture components.
�stm is typically a diagonal covariance. The parameters of
GMM-HMMs for all character classes are learned accord-
ing to the maximum likelihood estimation [34]. By adopting
Baum–Welch or Viterbi training algorithm [35], the state
prior probabilities and transition probabilities of HMMs, and
the weight/mean/covariance parameters of GMMs, can be
effectively estimated in an iterative manner and the Gaussian
mixtures of all character classes can be progressively learned
and increased from scratch [35,36].

4.2 DNN-HMM

DNN-HMM can achieve much more powerful modeling
capability than GMM-HMM due to several reasons. First,
GMM is a generative model, while DNN is a discrimina-
tive model which can better match the evaluation metrics
of the recognition task. Second, DNN can fully utilize the
high-dimensional multiple-frame input (the center frame
plus the left/right neighboring frames) to make a better
prediction, while GMM often uses one-frame input as it can-
not model high-dimensional data well especially with the
diagonal covariance. Third, GMM typically makes a strong
assumption of diagonal covariances because the singularity
problem exists for the full covariances especially with high-
dimensional data. However, DNN can well handle this using
the fully connected layers.

For the GMM-HMM training, the frame-level labels are
not necessary as an embedded re-estimation procedure could
be applied with the character-level labels [35]. However,
for the DNN-HMM system, to calculate the state posterior
p(st |xt ) in Eq. (3), the frame-level state labels are generated
via a general-purpose Viterbi recognizer with GMM-HMMs
[35] for the subsequent training of DNNmodel. To conduct a
fair comparison, the HMM topology of DNN-HMM system
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is directly copied from that of GMM-HMM system, includ-
ing the corresponding state prior probabilities and transition
probabilities in Eq. (2). Accordingly, we design the follow-
ing procedure for the parameter learning via the CE criterion
and the sequence training:

Step 1 DNN CE training
As shown in Fig. 3, the DNN adopted for character modeling
is a feed-forward, artificial neural network with many layers
of hidden units between its input and output which aims to
model the posterior probability of the HMM states using the
input feature vector of multiple neighboring frames. The hid-
den units between two consecutive layers are fully connected.
After the random initialization of all the weight parameters,
a supervised fine-tuning is conducted by minimizing the fol-
lowing cross-entropy function:

FCE(W,b) = −
L∑

l=1

Tl∑
t=1

log p(slt |xlt±τ ,W,b) (5)

where p(slt |xlt±τ ,W,b) is the estimated posterior probability
of the target state slt from the DNN output given the input
feature vector xlt±τ with the expansion of 2τ +1 neighboring
frames. L is the number of handwritten text lines, while Tl
is the frame number of the lth line. W and b denote all the
parameters of weight matrices and bias vectors, respectively.
The standard stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is
used to optimize the objective function.

Step 2 DNN sequence training
The CE training does not explore the relationship among
the frames of output layer and the long-term discrimination
between character classes across the text line is not consid-
ered. To address this issue, the sequence training is proposed
by maximizing a general objective function:

FST(W,b) =
L∑

l=1

f

(∑
C pκ(Xl |C)P(C)A(C,Cl)∑

C pκ(Xl |C)P(C)

)
(6)

where Xl and Cl are the sequences of feature vectors and
character labels for the lth line, respectively; C is a hypothe-
sis sequence corresponding to Xl from the lattice [23]; κ is a
scaling factor for the character model p(Xl |C) to make a bal-
ance with language model P(C); f is a smoothing function,
while A(C,Cl) is a gain function. With different settings
of f and A(C,Cl), several criteria are investigated in this
study, namely maximum mutual information (MMI) [37],
minimum word error (MWE) [38], and state-level minimum
Bayes risk (sMBR) [39] as illustrated in Table 1. MMI aims
to optimize the parameters from the perspective of informa-
tion theory, while MWE and sMBR minimize the average
error of the lines calculated in terms of different temporal
resolutions.

Input: the neighbouring frames feature  

Fully connected layers   

Output: the HMM state posterior probability 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

Fig. 3 The DNN architecture

Table 1 The criteria for sequence training

Criterion f A(C,Cl ) Objective

MMI log δ(C,Cl ) Mutual information

MWE 1 |Cl |-LEV(C,Cl ) Character accuracy

sMBR 1 |Sl |-LEV(S,Sl ) State accuracy

δ(·) is the Kronecker delta function. | · | denotes the number of symbols
in a string. LEV(, ) is the Levenshtein distance between two symbol
strings

Step 3 Realignment
Due to the limited modeling capability of GMM-HMM, the
labels generated from GMM-HMM are not always accurate.
To refine the state-level labels, the DNN trained in Step1 or
Step2 can be used for the realignment of all training data
samples.

Step 4 Go to Step1 or Step2 several times.

4.3 DCNN-HMM

The main difference of DCNN-HMM from DNN-HMM is
that p(st |xt ) in Eq. (3) is calculated from a deep CNN rather
than a DNN. DNN uses a handcrafted feature extractor to
generate a relatively low-dimensional vector from the high-
dimensional raw image with the risk of information loss.
However, CNN adopts the convolution layers to directly
extract more discriminative features with the guidance of
training criterion for the recognition tasks. As shown in
Fig. 4, the DCNN successively consists of stacked convo-
lutional layers optionally followed by spatial pooling, one
or more fully connected layers and a softmax layer. For the
convolutional and the pooling layers, each layer of them is a
three-dimensional tensor organized by a set of planes called
featuremaps, while the fully connected layer and the softmax
layer are the same as the conventional DNN. Inspired by the
locally sensitive, orientation-selective neurons in the visual
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Fig. 4 The DCNN-HMM architecture

system of cats [40], each unit in a feature map is constrained
to connect a local region in the previous layer, which is called
the local receptive field. All units in the same feature map of
a convolutional layer share a set of weights, each computing
a dot product between its weights and local receptive field in
the previous layer and then followed by nonlinear activation
functions (ReLU). Meanwhile, the units in a pooling layer
perform a spatial average or max operation for their local
receptive field to reduce the spatial resolution and the noise
interferences.

To further improve the modeling capability, bach normal-
ization (BN) [24] is also investigated. To handle the change
of the distribution in each layer, the BN operation simply
normalizes each input node xi of a layer and then two cor-
responding learnable parameters γi and βi are used to scale
and shift the normalized value, respectively:

x̃i = xi − μi√
σ 2
i + ε

(7)

yi = γi x̃i + βi (8)

whereμi is themean and σ 2
i is the variance for the input node

i . ε is a constant for numerical stability. In the training stage,
μi and σi are estimated from every mini-batch, while they
are replaced by the population statistics and unchanged in the
test stage. As suggested in [24], we equip the BN operation
for the outputs before nonlinearity in every convolutional

layer and the nodes in the same feature map share the same
parameters μ, σ 2, γ , β.

The main contributions of GMM-HMM and DNN-HMM
can be described as follows. First, the initial state-level labels
and the HMM transition matrices should be obtained by
GMM-HMM for NN-HMM. Second, based on the exper-
iments of GMM-HMM and DNN-HMM, we can choose
appropriate hyperparameters, e.g., frame length, frame shift,
state number, and training strategy forDCNN-HMM.Finally,
we can observe the discriminative models with deep struc-
tures can significantly improve performance over the gener-
ative model (GMM-HMM).

5 N-gram-based languagemodel

The probability of the character sequenceC = {C1,C2, . . . ,

Cn}, namely the language model P(C) in Eq. (1), could be
expressed as:

P(C) =
n∏

i=1

P(Ci |Ci−1,Ci−2, . . . ,C1). (9)

However, the term P(Ci |Ci−1,Ci−2, . . . ,C1) cannot realis-
tically depend on all i−1 conditioning historiesC1,C2, . . . ,

Ci−1 as the number of these values V i for even a moderate
vocabulary size V is too large to be accurately estimated.
Accordingly, the so-called N-gram LM is proposed. If N =
1, P(Ci |Ci−1,Ci−2, . . . ,C1) = P(Ci ), namely 1-gram (or
unigram). For N = 2 and N = 3, we have the corresponding
2-gram (bigram) and 3-gram (trigram). Obviously, a higher-
order N leads to a more powerful language model which
can significantly improve the recognition accuracy. One key
problem for estimating high-order N-gram LM is the data
sparseness of training corpus. To address this problem, the
N-gram smoothing [41] is often applied. In this work, we
adopt the Katz smoothing [42]. The SRILM toolkit [43] is
employed to generate KatzN-gramLMwith different orders.
Without using N-gram (N = 0), the recognition accuracy
might be sharply declined as shown in the experiments.

Finally, by integrating both character and language mod-
els, the WFST-based decoder [26,27] is implemented to
generate the final recognition results using the Kaldi toolkit
[36].

6 Experiments

We conducted the experiments on a widely used database
for HCTR released by the Institute of Automation of Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences (CASIA) [44,45]. To train the
character models, both offline isolated handwritten Chinese
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character datasets (HWDB1.0 and HWDB1.1) and offline
handwritten Chinese text datasets (HWDB2.0, HWDB2.1,
and HWDB2.2) were used.

The ICDAR2013 competition set was adopted as the eval-
uation set [4]. The character samples out of vocabulary were
always recognized as the errors which were included in cal-
culating the CER.

In the first set of experiments from Sects. 6.1 to 6.3, the
conventional DNN is used to calculate the posterior proba-
bility of all HMM states for each frame-level feature vector
which is extracted from a left-to-right sliding window along
with the text line. Three key components, including feature
extraction, character modeling and DNN training strategy,
are comprehensively explored.

For the handcrafted feature extraction, the impacts of final
feature dimension D, frame length Fl , frame shift Fs , and
frame expansion τ would be discussed in Sect. 6.1. The frame
expansion is not used for GMM-HMM system as GMM
could not well model the high-dimensional data due to the
diagonal covariance assumption.

For charactermodeling,we employed a left-to-rightHMM
with NS states to represent each character class. In GMM-
HMM system, a GMM with 40 Gaussian mixtures was
denoted as the output distribution of each state. For both
DNN and CNN, the size of output layer was 3.980×NS cor-
responding to the number of states for all character classes.
3.980 is the total number of classes including Chinese char-
acters, symbols, garbage.

For DNN training, themini-batch size was 256. The initial
learning rate of CE training was set to 0.008 and halved if
the loss of cross-validation set was reduced during 16 itera-
tions. For all criteria of sequence training, the learning rate
was set to 0.000001 and the scaling factor κ in Eq. (6) was
0.9090 (default value in Kaldi toolkit). The 1-gram was used
to perform the decoding to generate the hypotheses (lattices)
in Eq. (6). Besides, we used the best DNN structure in [20]
for the following experiments, i.e., 2048 hidden units were
used for each of 6 hidden layers.

In order to be consistent with [20] , the same corpora
were used to train our N-gram LM in the first set of exper-
iments, including 93MB texts of Sina News, 115MB texts
of People’s Daily between 2000 and 2004, 208MB texts of
Guangming Daily between 1994 and 1998, 129MB texts of
other newspapers and the transcriptions of CASIA database.

To further improve the recognition rate in the second set
of experiments in Sect. 6.4, DCNN was used to replace the
conventionalDNNwith an enhanced 4-gram languagemodel
trained with more text data (including the above transcrip-
tions and 63MB texts of 2011 People’s Daily), and then, the
effectiveness of BN transform and the realignment was veri-
fied. We used the Caffe toolkit [46] to implement the DCNN.
The mini-batch size was 400, while the momentum was 0.9
and the weight decay was 0.0001. The learning rate was ini-

Table 2 The CER (in %) comparison of different dimensions after
PCA transformation in DNN-HMM systems for different LMs on the
evaluation set

D = 30 D = 50 D = 150

0-g 18.24 17.03 18.13

2-g 10.41 9.16 9.47

3-g 8.28 7.16 7.38

tially set to 0.01 and thendecreasedby0.92 after every 10,000
iterations. 1.8 million iterations were conducted.

In all the above experiments, the character error rate was
adopted as the evaluation measure, which was defined as the
ratio between the total number of substitution/insertion/delet-
ion errors and the total number of character samples in the
evaluation set:

CER = Ns + Ni + Nd

Nt
(10)

where Nt is the total number of character samples in the eval-
uation set. Ns, Ni, and Nd denote the numbers of substitution
errors, insertion errors and deletion errors, respectively.

6.1 Experiments on feature extraction

The first set of experiments were designed to examine the
impacts of settings in feature extraction to the recognition
performance of DNN-HMM systems, including the dimen-
sion of final feature vector, frame expansion, length, and shift.

6.1.1 PCA

Table 2 lists a performance comparison of different dimen-
sions after PCA transformation in DNN-HMM systems on
the evaluation set. The bold in Table represents the best per-
formance under the corresponding comparable conditions,
which is the same meaning in the following Tables. In this
experiment, frame length Fl was 40, frame shift Fs was 3,
and frame expansion τ was 5. The state number NS was 5;
2048 hidden units were used for each of 6 hidden layers. If
D was too small, then it might lead to the information lost.
Otherwise, the DNN might not handle the high-dimensional
input vector well. So D = 50 setting (the default value
thereafter) achieved a good trade-off across all LMs, namely
0-gram (actually decodingwithoutLM), 2-gram, and3-gram.
From Table 2, the use of high-order LM was crucial to the
recognition accuracy.A relativeCER reduction of 58.0%was
achieved by the system using 3-gram over the system with
no LM (0-gram) under the setting of D = 50.
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Table 3 The CER (in %) comparison of different frame expansions for
different LMs on the evaluation set

τ = 0 τ = 1 τ = 3 τ = 5 τ = 7

0-g 20.21 17.52 17.01 17.03 17.92

2-g 8.99 8.17 8.59 9.16 9.80

3-g 7.01 6.38 6.73 7.16 7.62

Table 4 The CER (in %) comparison of different frame lengths for
different LMs on the evaluation set

Fl = 20 Fl = 40 Fl = 80

0-g 18.36 17.01 20.57

2-g 8.84 8.59 13.29

3-g 7.03 6.73 10.55

Table 5 The CER (in %) comparison of different frame shifts for dif-
ferent LMs on the evaluation set

Fs = 2 Fs = 3

0-g 2-g 3-g 0-g 2-g 3-g

17.65 8.51 6.61 17.01 8.59 6.73

6.1.2 Frame expansion, length, and shift

One advantage of DNN-HMM in comparison with GMM-
HMM is that it can learn the long context information via
the frame expansion in the input layer to better estimate the
underlying state posterior. In Table 3, with the same con-
figuration as Table 2, we could observe that both τ = 1 and
τ = 3 yielded better recognition results than the case without
frame expansion. Nevertheless, larger τ (>3) degraded the
performance due to the problem of curse of dimensionality.
It was interesting that τ = 3 outperformed τ = 1 without
LM which was reasonable as the frame expansion played a
similar role of LM by the awareness of more context infor-
mation. As the character modeling is the focus of this study,
the τ = 3 is set as default for the following experiments.
The frame length was set to 40 based on the comparison in
Table 4. The frame shift was set to 3 based on the compar-
ison in Table 5, which not only outperformed Fs = 2 for
0-gram case but also generated a smaller amount of frames
to improve the training and decoding efficiency.

6.2 Experiments on character modeling

We conducted the second set of experiments to discuss the
issues in character modeling, namely the impact of the num-
ber of HMM states.

The difference between HMM and CTC is that HMM
can model the temporal information of a character via the
so-called hidden states, while CTC usually combines RNN

to utilizing temporal information. The one-state HMM is
similar to CTC [12] aiming at modeling the text line in
the character level. Table 6 shows the comparison between
GMM-HMM and DNN-HMM systems with different set-
tings of hidden states. Please note that this experiment
was based on the best setting in Table 2. First, DNN-
HMM systems consistently and significantly outperformed
GMM-HMM systems for all state settings and LMs, which
demonstrated the powerful modeling capability of DNN.
In the best configuration (NS = 5 and 3-gram), a relative
CER reduction of 64.3% could be achieved by DNN-HMM
over GMM-HMM. Second, HMM systems using only one
state generated much worse performance than systems using
multiple states,which implied that it was necessary to use dif-
ferent distributions for modeling the inner variations within
one character class. Third, DNN-HMM with NS = 5
obtained the lowest CERs for all LMs. Using more states
(NS > 5) could not further improve the recognition accuracy,
which might be explained in two aspects. One was that the
sample of one character usually consisted of limited frames
corresponding to limited states, while the other onewas over-
fitting problem with limited training data.

6.3 Experiments on DNN training strategy

In this section, we discussed the issues in DNN training strat-
egy, including , label refinement, and sequence training.

6.3.1 Label refinement

The state-level labels play an important role in DNN train-
ing. In Table 7, we compare the DNN-HMM systems with
multiple-pass realignments on the evaluation set. Obvi-
ously, the DNN-HMM trained with GMM-HMM initialized
labels (No-ReFA) performed the worst. For different LMs,
multiple-pass realignments could always reduce the CER.
One interesting observation was that the weak LM required
more passes of realignment than the strong LM to achieve
the best performance. For example, three passes of realign-
ment (ReFA-3) were needed for 0-gram system, while only
one-pass realignment (ReFA-1) was necessary for 3-gram
system. This was reasonable as the realignment of the state-
level labels was equivalent to improving the accuracy of the
context information, which was similar to the use of a strong
LM. Overall, the realignment could bring a relative CER
reduction of about 5%.

6.3.2 Sequence training

Based on the ReFA-3 setting in Table 7, the sequence train-
ing was conducted via different criteria, as shown in Table 8.
After the first-pass sequence training, the realignment based
on the newDNN-HMMwas performed, which was followed
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Table 6 The CER (in %)
comparison of different hidden
states between GMM-HMM and
DNN-HMM systems for
different LMs on the evaluation
set

# of states NS = 1 NS = 4 NS = 5 NS = 6 NS = 8

HMM model GMM DNN GMM DNN GMM DNN GMM DNN GMM DNN

0-g 51.64 23.07 37.25 17.56 35.24 17.03 34.98 17.10 34.89 17.80

2-g 37.60 14.14 23.87 9.48 23.46 9.16 23.39 9.25 24.86 10.33

3-g 34.76 12.33 20.38 7.38 20.04 7.16 20.20 7.37 21.98 8.42

Table 7 The CER (in %) comparison of multiple-pass realignments of
DNN-HMM system for different LMs on the evaluation set

No-ReFA ReFA-1 ReFA-2 ReFA-3 ReFA-4

0-g 17.01 16.31 16.20 16.11 16.25

2-g 8.59 8.15 7.80 7.98 8.03

3-g 6.73 6.37 6.45 6.50 6.48

Table 8 The CER (in %) comparison of different criteria of DNN-
HMM sequence training for different LMs on the evaluation set

Criterion First-pass Second-pass

MMI MWE sMBR MMI MWE sMBR

0-g 15.74 15.57 15.55 15.64 15.20 15.55

2-g 7.66 7.85 7.75 7.57 7.57 7.85

3-g 6.07 6.22 6.22 6.01 5.93 6.22

by the second-pass sequence training. It was clear that the
sequence training consistently improved the performance of
theCE trainingwith realignments. Comparedwith theReFA-
3 results in Table 7, relative CER reductions of 5.6, 5.1, and
8.8%were obtained for 0-gram, 2-gram, and 3-gram, respec-
tively.

6.4 Experiments on DCNN-HMM system

In this section,we focused on twoparts. First,we usedDCNN
model to computer the posterior probability of the HMM
states for each frame image. As shown in Fig. 4, there were
16 weight layers (14 conv and 2 FC layers) and the num-
ber of channels could increase from 100 to 700. The image
patch of each frame was passed through a stack of 3×3 conv
layers. After the last max pooling layer, a 1 × 1 conv layer
was used to increase the nonlinearity of the net without more
computation and memory compared to other larger receptive
fields. All conv layers are followed by the rectification non-
linearity (ReLU) and the stride was 1, while the stride of all
max pooling layers was 2with 3×3window. Second, the BN
operation was equipped for the outputs before nonlinearity in
every convolutional layer to further improve the recognition
rate with the realignment. All experiments were conducted
based on our enhanced 4-gram language model, and other
hyperparameters were selected based on the previous exper-

Table 9 The CER (in %) and model size comparison of DCNN and
DNN under the same HMM framework on the evaluation set

System DCNN DNN

CER (%) 4.07 5.88

Model size(MB) 107 238

Table 10 The CER (in %) comparison of with or without
BN/re_alignment for DCNN on the evaluation set

System DCNN BN_DCNN ReFA_BN_DCNN

CER 4.07 3.75 3.53

iments, i.e., the frame length was set to 40, the frame shift
was set to 3, and the state number was 5.

Table 9 lists the CER and model size comparison of dif-
ferent NN architectures under the same HMM framework on
the ICDAR2013 competition set. TheDNN structurewas the
same with the previous experiments. The state-level labels
of GMM-HMMwere the same for the DCNN and the DNN.
Obviously, the DCNN model significantly outperformed the
DNN model in terms of both CER and model size. The CER
of DNN model was 5.88%, while the DCNN model could
achieve a promising CER of 4.07%, yielding a relative CER
reduction of 30.8% over the DNNmodel. And themodel size
of DCNN was 107 mega bytes (MB), which was less than
half of that for DNN model.

We gradually improved the recognition rate on the basis
of the DCNN. In Table 10, the only difference between
the DCNN and the BN_DCNN was that we equipped
the BN operation for the outputs before nonlinearity in
every convolutional layer of the BN_DCNN. Similarly,the
ReFA_BN_DCNN model performed one-pass realignment
on top of the BN_DCNN model. The constant parameter of
the BN ε in Eq. (7) was 10e−9 to keep numerical stability.
Batch normalization could yield a relative CER reduction of
7.9% (from 4.07 to 3.75%), while realignment could achieve
a relative CER reduction of 5.9% (from 3.75 to 3.53%).

6.5 Overall comparison

In Table 11, we give an overall comparison among our
proposed approach, the best reported segmentation-free
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Table 11 The CER (in %)
comparison with the
segmentation-free approach on
the evaluation set

DNN-HMM DCNN-HMM MDLSTM-RNN [12]

No LM 15.20 10.34 16.5

With LM 5.24 3.53 10.6

Table 12 The CER (in %) comparison with oversegmentation approaches on both CASIA-HWDB test set and ICDAR2013 competition set

DCNN-HMM Heterogeneous CNN [9] CNN shape models+NNLM [10]

CASIA-HWDB ICDAR2013 CASIA-HWDB ICDAR2013 CASIA-HWDB ICDAR2013

No LM 7.41 10.42 7.96 11.21 – –

With LM 3.37 3.66 4.79 5.98 4.12 3.80

approach [12] on the evaluation set. Both 0-gram (No LM)
and enhanced 4-gram LM (With LM) were considered.
Several observations could be made. First, our proposed
DNN-HMMandDCNN-HMMapproachesweremore effec-
tive than the previously best reported segmentation-free
approach (MDLSTM-RNN). Second, when no LM was
used, the DNN-HMM system with the best configuration
in Table 8 yielded a relative CER reduction of 7.9% over
MDLSTM-RNN approach demonstrating that our character
modeling was more powerful and the training procedure was
well designed to integrate the CE training, realignment, and
sequence training to generate quite competitive performance
.

In previous experiments, all the handwritten samples
in training and test sets of CASIA-HWDB database were
adopted. Meanwhile, the transcriptions of CASIA database
were also used to generate the n-gram LM. To make a fair
comparison with other approaches, we only used the training
set of CASIA-HWDB to build the DCNN-HMM character
model and removed the CASIA transcriptions to build the n-
gram LM. Accordingly, as shown in Table 12, we conduct an
overall comparison between our DCNN-HMMapproach and
other oversegmentation approaches on both CASIA-HWDB
test set and ICDAR2013 competition set. Without using LM,
the proposed DCNN-HMM approach outperformed the het-
erogeneous CNN approach in [9] on both CASIA-HWDB
test set and ICDAR2013 competition set, indicating DCNN-
HMMwas a more powerful character model. For the case of
using LM, DCNN-HMM achieved relative CER reductions
of 18.2 and 3.7% over the best published oversegmentation
approach in [10] on CASIA-HWDB test set and ICDAR2013
competition set, respectively.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we propose a hybrid neural network hidden
Markov model approach for the offline HCTR. With the
well-designed feature extraction, character modeling, and

language modeling, the proposed approach yields a large
performance gain over the previously best results. Consid-
ering the current implementation of sequence training is
based on the lattices and the sequence training for DCNN-
HMM requires too many computing and memory resources,
we plan to tackle this problem by investigating the lattice-
free MMI based sequence training method using a modified
HMM structure [47] in the future work. Also adaptive tech-
nologywill be explored for charactermodeling, and tied-state
strategy will be considered to handle more character classes.
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